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JEWELRY FOR SPRING: 3 JEWELRY DESIGNS  
INSPIRED BY SPRING COLORS

3

FLOWER PINS
BY LINDA JONES

9

SAWN ALUMINUM AND  
COPPER NECKLACE

BY HELEN I. DRIGGS

7

COLORED PENCIL  
ON COPPER

BY DEBRA WELD

IF SPRING’S APPROACHING, it must be time to create 
jewelry designs with spring-colored flowers and delicate 
greenery. Just thinking about springtime designs can bring 
softly scented breezes to mind: creating pretty spring-
inspired jewelry is even better, and then, when the season 
arrives, there you are, all ready for it in style.

In this collection of spring jewelry designs, you’ll learn how 
to wrap pink and green wire into simple flower shapes with 
delicate leaves and twining stems to make charming spring 
flower pins, or use any color wire you want for your own 
spring jewelry bouquet. Learn to apply and preserve colored 
pencil on copper as you create a pair of delicately veined 
leaves for graceful earrings; make additional leaves for other 
jewelry designs like necklaces, too. Follow the instructions 

for sawing out pretty little spring flowers with gently curving 
petals. Make as many flowers as you need for the necklace 
length you want, make a few extra for earrings while you’re 
at it, and assemble with coiling tendrils of wire. Then 
combine what you’ve learned by coloring some of your 
copper flowers with pencil to create more floral jewelry in 
all of the glorious colors of spring. 

Merle White
Editorial Director, Interweave Jewelry Group
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Colored wire makes a

festive favorite.

BY LINDA JONES

SKILL LEVEL

This highly decorative flower can be wired onto anything:

Tops of gift boxes, hair slides, hair or tiara bands…as well as the

lapel, or hat pin that you see created here. You can choose to

make the flowers larger by increasing the amount of wire, and

chunkier by using thicker gauge wire. Experiment with different

combinations of colored wires to obtain attractive results!

39wire basics at STEPBYSTEPWIRE.COM

• Approximately 24" of 24-gauge

pink and 12" of 24-gauge

green wire

• Assorted beads ranging from

2mm blue seed beads up to

4mm pearls

• Tie or lapel pin finding with cap

• Round nose pliers

• Flat nose pliers

• Wire cutters

Photo of finished piece by Todd Murray; all
other photos courtesy of the author.

TOOLS & SUPPLIES

flower pins
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Working directly from a spool of 24-gauge pink wire,

curl a small circle at the end, using the tips of your

round nose pliers.

flower pins

1

Place your round nose pliers approximately 1" from

the end, and bend the wire back down toward the

small circle.
2

Repeat this process, and continue to bend the wire

into a zig-zag shape until you have approximately 7

zig-zags. Cut the wire off the spool, leaving about 
1⁄2" extending.

3

Using a combination of your fingers and flat nose pli-

ers, pull the zig-zags around to form a circle until the

cut end of the wire meets the initial small loop created

in Step 1.
4

Secure the two ends together by connecting the wires

at the center of the petal frames.5

Create another identical petal frame, following Steps

1–5 using the 24-gauge green wire.6
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Place the green petal frame on top of the pink frame
and bind both together, using approximately 12" of
24-gauge pink wire. Weave this wire in between the
petals, leaving about 1" protruding from the back of
the flower. 

7

Once the frames are connected, thread the remaining
pink wire with small beads, criss-crossing over the
middle of the frames to cover the gap in the center. 8

When you have filled the center with beads, and are
satisfied with the middle of the flower, pull the end of
the pink wire through to the back of the flower. Twist it
together with the protruding wire to secure at the rear. 

9

To create more shapely petals on the pink flower
frame, place your round nose pliers inside each petal
shape, and gently open the centers. 10

Squeeze the end tips of each pink petal with your flat
nose pliers. Spend a little time forming the wire flower
frames into pleasing shapes. You might need to repeat
Steps 10 and 11 a couple of times until you are satis-
fied with the petal shapes!

11

Using your round nose pliers, curl the unshaped
green petals forward, toward the beaded centers. 12
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Push a tie or lapel pin through the back of the flower.

Secure it in place by wrapping the cut ends of the

extended wire around the top, to ensure that the pin

cannot slide out.

flower pins

13

Finally, place the cap onto the base of the pin, and it’s

ready to wear as a lapel brooch, or hat pin! 14

Linda Jones

Having studied jewelry making 14 years ago in
London, Linda Jones completed a City & Guilds in
Jewelry Design, specializing in enameling. She began
making metal jewelry for friends from her studio,
and displayed work at various shows and eventually
began selling her work. In 1998, she received a grant
from her local arts council to set up wire and bead

workshops. As well as teaching and demonstrating wire techniques,
she makes a range of bespoke wedding jewelry, which includes tiaras,
headdresses, necklaces, and earrings. Visit her Web site www.wirejew
ellery.co.uk, packed with information on how to get started in making
wire jewelry and workshop information.
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Looking for Great 
Design Ideas?

Order Step by Step Wire Jewelry today
stepbystepwirejewelry.com

Step by Step Wire Jewelry 
is the only magazine devoted to 
bringing you the very best in wire!
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Determine design and cut 22-gauge copper

for top layer; file and sand all rough edges.

Rough up top surface with coarse sand-

paper by going in several directions.  

Pickle in warm solution to remove 

any residue.

Rinse copper in a tablespoon of baking

soda dissolved in 2 cups of warm water.  

Rinse and dry completely.  

{Photo 1} Apply patina to copper pieces

and allow them to dry completely. 

Rough up remaining shiny spots, apply 

second coat of patina.

Dry completely.

{Photo 2} Use lightest colored pencil and

go over copper once lightly with the side of

the pencil — point will lift patina.  

Add another layer to fill unpigment-

ed areas.

Dip brush into turpentine, blot excess, and

apply to colored area. Stroke in same direc-

tion to move turpentine over colored sur-

face. Work a section at a time, cleaning

brush often to avoid blending between sec-

tions. Let dry completely.

Lightly apply a second coat of pencil, prefer-

ably with the same color. Do not press hard.

Repeat with brush and turpentine. 

{Photo 3} Apply matte sealer, let dry.

Apply several more layers of pencil and

repeat with matte sealer after each layer

until you have reached the desired design

and number of layers.  

{Photo 4} When satisfied with color, apply

a last spray of matte. Let dry completely.

Apply final coat of Renaissance Wax Sealer

with finger. 

Let dry approximately 30 minutes, 

remove excess.

Buff with soft cloth or muslin buffing wheel.

Create template for PMC+ from the com-

pleted copper pieces by placing them on a

copier and enlarging to 128 percent. Roll out

PMC+ clay on a sheet of Teflon to 3 or 4

cards thick, depending on depth of the relief

stamp — to imprint both sides. Lay oiled

template on top of clay and cut bottom ear-

ring pieces with tissue slicing blade or nee-

dle tool. Set pieces on foam and let dry com-

pletely. Fire and cool, then burnish with steel

wire brush. Tumble if desired, and finish by

burnishing or leaving a matte finish.  

Position copper on PMC to decide where

and how many rivets to place. With pencil,

lightly dot hole positions for rivets. 

Drill holes in copper using wood block to

protect work surface.

{Photo 5} To place the rivet holes for the

PMC layer, hold copper tightly, and drill

through hole already in copper, going

directly down through PMC. Insert rivet

through both layers, but don’t attach yet.

This helps precisely hold both layers while

drilling the remaining holes for perfect

match. After drilling, sand the backs of all

pieces to remove burrs. Drill a hole in the

top of PMC for earwires.

{Photo 6} Rivet through copper. Attach

sterling crimp bead with drop of superglue

on bead to hold it to rivet. Do the same for

all holes before attaching the PMC backing.

Be sure crimp beads/silver tubing are flush

and tight against copper before superglu-

ing. After rivets and crimp beads are

attached to copper, carefully maneuver 

rivets into corresponding holes in PMC.

Don’t force or push too hard. 

After they are positioned, press with even

pressure until all the crimp beads are

touching PMC backing.

After securing rivets, use flush cutters to

cut rivets as close to PMC as possible. Use

riveting hammer and bench block to secure

back. Repeat on opposite side, and proceed

around the piece until all rivets are secured. 

DEBRA WELD is a jewelry designer and

Senior Instructor for PMC Connection, and has

been teaching for over 25 years. Contact her

at debraweld@hotmail.com or visit her gallery

at www.debraweld.com.
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M A T E R I A L S

20-gauge aluminum sheet

20-gauge copper sheet

14-gauge round copper wire

Doublestick tape

Appropriate patinas

Rubbing alcohol; cotton balls

T O O L S

Hand tools: jeweler’s
saw; 2/0 blades; nee-
dle files: round
barette, flat, half
round; sanding
sticks; ball peen or
chasing 
hammer; center-
punch; wood 
dapping block and
punches; bench

block; forging hammer;
optional decorative
stamps

Additional tools: drill or
flex shaft; 3/32 (#43) 
drill bit

Layout tools: ruler

SKILLS YOU NEED

MATERIALS AND TOOLS YOU NEED 

T
he nice thing about aluminum is that 

it’s easy to saw, soft to forge, and a nice

color. I like to combine it with copper 

for the color contrast. This is an easy project

that requires few tools, especially good for

beginners who want to put their newfound

sawing skills to use. The dapping block will

help you forge the flowers into 3D, and the

spirals and forged wire that join them

together might remind you of tendrils and

leaves. Make as many units as you like — 

and feel free to try other metals after you’ve

got the hang of cutting out the tight curves

and sharp points of the petals. I used 

a baker’s dozen for my necklace.

• sawing • hammering

SAWN ALUMINUM 
& COPPER NECKLACE P

R
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HELEN I. DRIGGS
Opening Photo: JIM LAWSON

Project Photos: HELEN I. DRIGGS

N o  to rc h  a n d  l ow  co s t

• assembly
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{Illustration} Photocopy or scan and print
pattern as many times as needed to create
desired length; necklace demonstrated uses
13 blossoms. Clean and prepolish the sheet.
Coat an area on each pattern with 
doublestick tape.

{Photo 1} Attach photocopied pattern
pieces to sheet in a way that minimizes
metal waste.

{Photo 2} Saw out pattern pieces. Ensure
petal intersections are cleanly cut out.

{Photo 3} With centerpunch and ball peen
or chasing hammer, punch a divot on center
of flower indicated on pattern.

{Photo 4} Drill holes in center of each
flower. Remove pattern and tape, using
alcohol on a cotton ball to remove tape
residue. File and sand edges of all pieces.
Remove burrs from drilled holes. Stamp or
texture one side of some or all flowers if
desired.

{Photo 5} Insert flower into largest dimple
in dapping block. Dap into hemisphere with
punch, working evenly across form. Repeat
for all cut flower shapes. Patina as desired.
Cut thirteen 3" lengths of wire.

{Photo 6} With round nose pliers, form a
tight spiral at one end of a cut wire. Use
forging hammer to work harden and flatten
spiral only.

{Photo 7} Bend wire 90° at outside edge
of spiral.

{Photo 8} Thread aluminum flower on
wire with cupped side facing spiral. Slide
flower to end of wire. 

{Photo 9} Bend wire 90° under flower
and spiral. They should lie facing up at end
of wire.

{Photo 10} Forge unspiraled end of wire
flat to about 1⁄8" wide. Control hammer
marks and curvature of forged wire to keep
flat. Center punch a divot on flat area of
wire about 1⁄4" from end.

3 421

7 865

9 10
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{Photo 11} Drill divot. Sand any burrs from
drilled hole, preserving hammer marks on
forged end of wire. Set aside. Make another
forged spiral wire end and thread on a cop-
per flower. 

{Photo 12} Insert unspiraled end of wire
into drilled hole of previous unit. Slide unit
as far as it will go through drilled hole and
slide both parts away from plain end of sec-
ond unit. Forge unspiraled wire end flat,
ensuring previous unit remains in position
and being careful to place hammer marks
only on second wire. When second wire is
about 1⁄8" wide, divot and drill hole as for first

unit. Continue spiraling wire lengths, thread-
ing alternate metal flowers, forging ends flat
and drilling for all remaining flowers.

{Photo 13} Make clasp hook by forming a
looped end and hook. Forge looped ends
flat. Roll inward with round nose pliers.
Hammer large loop of hook to work harden.

{Photo 14} Join clasp to last unit by turn-
ing a loop upward on unforged wire end.
Thread clasp hook on wire and close. Work
harden closed loop with hammer.

HELEN I. DRIGGS is the Managing Editor

for Jewelry Artist and an experienced

metalsmith. A BFA graduate of Moore 

College of Art, she has worked as an infor-

mation graphics artist, art director, writer,

and editor. She is a member of the Penn-

sylvania Society of Goldsmiths and the

Society of North American Goldsmiths.
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LET US INSPIRE 
the Artist in You
From cover to cover, Jewelry Artist brings 
you unique jewelry and gem projects in an 
easy-to-follow format.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
jewelryartistmagazine.com
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